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Pandagram is a messenger 

wallet that works perfectly with 

Telegram, a global messenger 

with 500 million MAU (Monthly 

Active Users) (as of January 

2021), and is a cryptocurrency 

wallet service that changes real 

life and provides crypto wallet 

service.

The Pandagram’s integrated [Messenger + Wallet] service 

expands the user experience through crypto life, thereby 

bringing all the users closer to a wider and better world.

Through Pandagram, you can create your own community, and share 

and exchange not only information but also cryptocurrency with 

people around the world.

v

Combination of Enhanced 
Communication and Crypto Wallet

Optimize trading 
between users with 
phenomenal trading 

speeds

Secure and stable with 
our own encryption 
technology

Various UI services with 
convenient UI / UX
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My unique personalized crypto wallet messenger Pandagram



[Background]

The growth and potential of cryptocurrency is accelerating its application and use 

in daily life. Pandagram enables easy access and use on mobile and web by 

integrating messenger and cryptocurrency wallet service. Pandagram Co., Ltd. 

(formerly KAIS Info) has been building IT infrastructure, cryptocurrency wallets, 

and exchange solutions since the early days of Bitcoin.

Pandagram now wants to introduce a global crypto life that allows users to 

manage their cryptocurrency wallets and accounts anywhere in the world and to 

expand communication between users, based on its rich industrial experience and 

know-hows. This white paper depicts, 1) service business feasibility; 2) wallet 

security; 3) development plan for personal information protection and messenger 

wallet service for better user experience and convenience.

Pandagram was initiated to introduce new value to the cryptocurrency trading method. 

As the very first step, it introduces the world's first mobile cryptocurrency wallet with 

SNS-type accounts and a messenger functions. Thus, the private key management, 

counterparty information verification, and corporate and personalization services are 

integrated into a single platform. Pandagram pursues a blockchain lifestyle. Therefore, 

it integrates various elements within the application so that users can easily handle all 

the necessary steps to trade cryptocurrencies, and thanks to which, all the processes 

of checking the other parties' information and the status of my wallet, sending money, 

recording transaction history, and communicating with the other parties are in an 

integrated form of service along with the convenience of Telegram as a messenger. The 

world’s blockchain users are growing, and they long for a crypto life in the palm of your 

hand anytime and anywhere. Pandagram will spread this ecosystem widely based on 

real-time chatting and cryptocurrency management services.

Business 
Feasibility

Wallet Security User 
Convenience
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01. Pandagram
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Connected to the world, anytime and anywhere
Crypto Life

Pandagram is optimized for the growing number of P2P transactions. Building an 

environment for user satisfaction with full compatibility with Telegram, Pandagram supports 

the linkage of blockchain projects, promotes the community functions , and activates digital 

currency transactions within the app. 

01. Pandagram

Pandagram is 
optimized for P2P 

transactions

Configuration for 
user satisfaction 

Telegram and chat 
services and fully 

compatible

Support for the 
community

Linkage with other 
blockchain projects

§ Pandagram User Screens
Provides a sales account to promote in-app coin transactions

Messenger wallet in my hand, Pandagram
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02. Market Analysis 

[Market]

According to DataLight’s report published in May 2019, there are about 68 

million global crypto traders, which is more than the total population of the UK.
In April, Zhao Changpeng, CEO of Chinese crypto exchange Binance, predicted, 

"In a few years, the number of cryptocurrency users will exceed the number of 
Internet users.”

As a reflection of this, the number of blockchain wallet users worldwide 

increased significantly from 6.7 million in the first quarter of 2016 to 34.6 million 
in the first quarter of 2019. As the number of users increases, cryptocurrency 

trading is getting closer to the lives of people around the world.

The number of cryptocurrency transactions has also increased dramatically. 

According to the Bitcoin chart, as of May 26, the number of daily Bitcoin 

transactions reached 337,202. So, despite the global economic downturn in July, 

the average daily trading volume of Bitcoin exceeded $3 billion.

The increase in the number of cryptocurrency users is an irresistible trend. The 

increase in the number of users regardless of the recent drop or rise in the coin 

price means that users' wallets and the time spent using exchange services also 

increase dramatically.

Messenger wallet in my hand, Pandagram
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As the usage time of the wallet increases, the interest in the security of the 

wallet also increases. According to a survey conducted by Cisco, global IT 
company, it is estimated that the damage caused by hacking of 

cryptocurrencies in crypto wallets in the past three years is about 54 billion 
won. The loss from the cryptocurrency wallet accident in 2018 amounted to a 

total of 1.2 billion dollars (about 1.358 trillion won). This is 1.4 times the 
amount of damage that occurred on all cryptocurrency exchanges during the 

same period (see: CarbonBlack, source: Token Insight). Accordingly, Token 
Insight predicted that in 2019, the wallets that support both the 

decentralized storage and the centralized storage functions will become the 
industry leader.

Pandagram anticipated a significant increase in user needs in the existing 

inconvenient wallet market and want to solve it. According to the statistics of 
blockchain.com, as of September 2019, the number of global blockchain 

wallet users exceeded 42.1 million. Pandagram pursues the goal of attracting 
10% of global users to its own users within three years of its launch, and for 

this purpose, it suggests solutions and strategies that have already been 
achieved or are currently being developed.

In 2018, there were 80 new cryptocurrency wallet projects, and about 300 to 

310 wallets have been developed or commercialized since 2014. When it 
comes to blockchain projects, the number grows even more. According to 

Coin Telegraph, a cryptocurrency media, the total number of registered ICOs 
reached 5,512, and as of May 21, 2019, 157 ICOs were registered in May 

alone. The increasing amount of cryptocurrency issuance and related services 
always showed limitations in user convenience. Still, wallet-related services are 

inconvenient to use and do not provide UI/UX optimized for the users with 
personalized or diverse needs. According to 「Korea Ethereum User Group」, 

53% of D’app usability problems are based on technology. It turned out to be 
a design issue, not technological nor structuring issue. However, UX planners 

and designers who work on user experiences account for only 1% of the total 
blockchain development workforce. For most users, inconvenient usage and a 

service that does not provide a user experience is more important than the 
value of decentralization. And this remains as the the reason why more users 

are not opting for blockchain services.

Messenger wallet in my hand, Pandagram
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02. Market Analysis - Problems 

Security and Hacking: Blockchain Service 

The lack of support for international transactions and the security issues remained 

as weaknesses of wallet services, exchanges and blockchain companies.
According to security firm CarbonBlack, about 34,000 cryptocurrency hacking and 

stealing apps were in the market in 2018,. Despite the development of blockchain 
technology, exchanges that still provide centralized services are becoming a major 

target for criminals using malware. Users should protect both their keys and their 
cryptocurrencies from various hacking attempts.

Lack of Basic Capacity and Infrastructure

Although a lot of time and efforts are required to secure the know-how and trust 
required to create, build, and operate cryptocurrency, there are problems with 

obtaining necessary technologies and stability of stocks and monetary units. It is 
not easy to train workforce and obtain security beyond finance.
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02. Market Analysis - Solutions 

Various APIs Linked to Wallet
Cryptocurrency exchanges and personal information management accounts 
are linked to the wallet.

Mobile App Wallet Service
Mobile platform which is essential to your everyday life.

Strengthening Communication to Block chain Services
Real-time messaging enhances blockchain communication.

Convenience added to daily life
Content and community will lead to a more advanced crypto life.

Convenient account management
Easily manages wallet security, balance, remittance history, and other 
parties’ addresses at one place.

Mobile block chain service that can be used anytime and anywhere
Global infrastructure to provide services anywhere in the world.

Leading the 5G Era
Increased Internet and mobile users will become cryptocurrency service 
users. Faster data transfer will lead to more content and more diverse 
services.
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Pandagram’s capacity

Opportunities

Market Target

Messenger wallet in my hand, Pandagram

Pandagram will expand as a global service, starting with service launching for Korean 

first. We will expand the service area gradually by adding more services and 

infrastructure.

03. Market Target

- Team with expertise in blockchain wallet, exchange, game and content development

- The best IT environment and hardware, built with years of experience in various projects

- Excellent partnership & network with global developers, marketers and publishers

- Growth of cryptocurrency population

- Increasing needs for improved convenience and security of users' cryptocurrency wallets

- Increasing share of cryptocurrency mobile transactions as the infrastructure of each country 

expands

- Demand of companies and teams who understand the need for linkage and interoperability 

between block chain services

- Launch wallet and transaction support services for about 100 major cryptocurrencies by 2022

- Complete the development of language services and major functions in more than 3 countries 

by 2021

- Secure service bases in 10 major cryptocurrency countries by 2021

- Acquire 100,000 new customers per year until 2022

- Obtain partners and affiliates for marketing in Korea, USA, Japan, China, UK, Vietnam, etc.
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wallet Messenger

Messenger wallet in my hand, Pandagram

Main Features: Pandagram

Various functions are integrated into Pandagram’s
unique UX to provide intuitive and convenient 
user experience.
The solution reflecting the rapid development of 
blockchain technology, provides a block 
generation cycle and fast transactions per second 
to support real-time services.
This is supported by a distributed processing 
system that reliably provides various complex 
services.

• Wallet transaction history management

• Connection of online and offline services

• User accounts associated with wallet

Messenger service
- Add friends: store and share account information (wallet address, ID, name, profile)

- Search for a public account

- Private Chat / Group Chat

UI/UX
- World's first cryptocurrency wallet provides bank-level user management interface

- Optimized account management and messenger module for mobile users

Wallet service
- Balance management and wire services for major coins listed on partner exchanges

- Withdrawal record and search function to easily manage coin transactions

- Save counterparty info and link personal information

04. Main service
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Global P2P Transfer
- 0.1% transaction fee for transfers between members’ wallets 
- Transfer to non-member accounts have a different fee schedule (0.1-0.5%) according 

to the partnership terms
- Disclosure and verification of linked account and wallet information anywhere as 

long as mobile coverage is available.
- All account holders can send/receive coins in real time.

Coin Purchase
- Coins can be purchased through linked exchanges (coming soon)
- New coin purchase recommendation and selling service (coming soon)

Linked Contents
- Provides various content services through joint development with global game 
companies and IP purchasing

- Linking with contents such as mobile games and gambling (music, videos, and 
character icons will be linked in the future)

- Rock-paper-scissors and other events using with the random number generator

Platform Billing
- Purchase content such as games with Pandagram wallet and account

- Coin payment and service support for content purchase through national bank 
account transfer, credit cards, and mobile payment

Offline Payment
- Instant offline payments by sending a wallet public key using the QR code and 
messages

Merchant Account Services
- Evaluation and ranking merchant accounts 
- Business name / location / item information / service language / homepage 

registration support
- Accepts various modules to market, advertise and promote merchant accounts

05. Service Configuration
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05. Service Components

Pandagram will continue its development efforts to provide the full range of features.
Each function is designed to complement other functions, and they are easy to use.
In addition to those listed below, additional features will continue to be released on 
the app and homepage.

Pandagram

Exchange application Messenger application Wallet service

• View coin information
• Price monitoring and analysis
• Coin purchase
• Coin exchange
• Wallet link

• Chatting
• Message
• Message search
• Friend search
• Invite friends
• SNS / Character Referral Function
• Public account search (keywords) 
• Friend suggestions
• Translation service

• Deposit and withdrawal
• Save transaction history
• Import friends and account 
information

Exchange Manager Messenger Manager

Manager
Messenger Manager

Warm Wallet Cold 
Wallet

Translation API Banking Manager

Coin Information DB Messenger DB Encryption DB
(Account Service Information)

Sign Up Account management Service Manager

Personal Information DB

• Register profile
• Link phone numbers
• Link wallets
• Register keywords

Application Service Engine DATA Server On Chain
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06. Service Operation

Pandagram plans to lead the cryptocurrency market with smooth operation.

● Project partnership through exchanges
Pandagram can pursue various B2B business and partnership through 

exchanges. To support this, Pandagram will expand its network through 
various coin projects. Revenue achieved through this will lead to the profit 
model expansion and service enhancement through reinvestment.

● Wallet management function
Blockchain and off-chain hybrid services provide blockchain security, 

reliability, service continuity and convenience through centralized service 
applications. By storing part of the service data, users can retrieve and apply 
it to their services.

● Extend user experience
- Optimizer for traveling: The service area extends beyond the cell phone 

to the world with a single Pandagram app. 
- Global search / matching service: You can use the service offline by 

searching for a place that can accept coins anywhere in the world. We also 
support a variety of crypto life.

● User expansion
Pandagram's UX is a user-centric service that promotes service loyalty and 

activation. A lot of resources and manpower will be invested in user inflow 
and expansion that many blockchain projects have neglected. Technology-
driven DApps have traditionally made technology as a priority and neglected 
users conveniences, Pandagram is optimized for incoming customers to stay 
longer and use the app more often through the enhanced user experience. In 
addition, users can participate in or lead various marketing and referral 
activities, which encourage existing users to attract more users.

● Multiple server and cold wallet operations
Pandagram operates as a distributed server system with physical 

network separation and multiplexing on all networks to increase transaction 
safety. At the same time, it is built to automatically store some or all of the 
transaction volume in Cold Wallet for a certain period of time, blocking any 
security threats.
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Global Targeting Plan

Messenger wallet in my hand, Pandagram

06. Service Operation

● Global Expansion
Pandagram will gradually expand into global services, starting with its first 

launch for Korean market. At the same time, we plan to gradually expand the 
service area by adding more services and infrastructure.

Supporting Language 1st Service Country 2nd Service Country 3rd Service Country

3 languages Korea, Vietnam, 
etc.

10 countries 
plus the U.S.

More than 20 
countries
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07. Pandabit Coin

Pandabit engineers selected Cosmos as a platform based on service scalability, smooth 

partnerships, and the evolution of the Ethereum ecosystem. Pandabit will be issued to support 

the token economy for those who share the future value of Pandabit services. A portion of the 

issuance will be sold in stages, and holders will be compensated for their use and retention 

through the services within the Pandabit Service.

Although Pandabit is technically based on Cosmos, a 1:1 swap between Cosmos-based 

Pandabit and Ethereum-based Pandabit is possible within the Pandagram app only in the 

Korean domestic market for 1) convenience and 2) scalability.

2) Issuance

Messenger wallet in my hand, Pandagram

Pandabit has a total volume of 2 billion, 
of which 100 million (5%) will be used 
for global marketing, and 300 million 
(15%) will be allocated to Partners and 
Collaborator Fund (including NFT). The 
200 million PBTs (10%) to be allocated 
for technology research and 
development on platform and 
infrastructure will remain locked up for 
six months after listing.

1) Strict Security and Safety Compliance

Name of Coin Remarks Amount of Issuance

Pandabit

Sale Schedule

Home Page 
Announcement

Cosmos

Home Page

Pandagram.io

2,000,000,000

Smart Contract Address

Plan to be announced via 
Whitelist register 

25%

20%

20%

5%

15%

5%
10%

Re serve (for balancing
economy and s taking)

Payment Rese rve

Partners and Collaborator Fund(include NFT) Marketing(include airdrop)

Token sale (Private and public and VC) Team & Advisors

Tech and R&D(for Platform & Infra)

Total 
2 billion
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07. Pandabit Coin

Messenger wallet in my hand, Pandagram

3) Pandabit Operation Plan

Wire between wallets Exchange among coins Coin purchase

0.5% +/-2% 3~5%

Pandabit will be embedded with an internal payment solution through the service 
domain https://pandagram.io and a separate app. Pandabit will also be available 
through the service platform and the official website in addition to the official sales 
channels.

• Fee policy

• Advertising solutions

Ads include ads from external modules, ads that users directly push out, and self-
service ads. Fifty percent of the advertising revenue is converted to Pandabit 
operator’s revenue, 20-30% to advertising sales channel, and the rest is saved in the 
reward pool for Pandabit investors.

• Content sale

You can sell games, items, coupons, and other content. Purchase can be made in coins 
and some credit cards. For corporate accounts, some advertising / promotional 
functions can be provided for a fee. New content and services to be provided through 
collaboration will be released later. Thirty percent of Euro content revenue will be 
credited to the reward pool for investors

• Coin burn

When the volume of Pandabit circulated increases, the appropriate ratio of coins can 
be burned after 2020. Please check the future announcement for details.
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07. Pandabit Coin
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4) Return on Investment

Fifty percent of annual revenue will be saved in the reward pool. The total amount of rewards 
earned will be paid out annually based on the percentage of Pandabit holdings. Having a 
Pandabit is like having a right to Pandabit's business model. Having a Pandabit is investing in 
future growth. As a result, part of the profit growth will go to the investors in a form of 
increased value of the coins and dividends.

Anyone who expects future profitability can invest in Pandabit. The total sales are part of the 
total issuance. The rest is held by the company to control the liquidity of the operator and to 
increase the coin’s value. Some are also sold to service users on the platform for service 
payment purposes.

There are four ways to earn Pandabit revenue. ① Ad revenue, ② Content (games, etc.) sales 
and in-app payment fee revenues, ③ Coin sales revenue, ④ Coin exchange or purchase fees, 
and ⑤ Transaction fees between wallets. Other paid services may be added later on. The 
revenue information will be released on a regular basis. We believe in the rationality of our 
operations and Pandabit's continued growth.

User 
account

Merchant 
account

(Marketing)

Use of content

Exchange 
service

(Buy, sell)

Trade between 
P2P Wallet

Pandabit Revenue

① ② ③
④

⑤
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07. Pandabit Coin
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5) Expansion of use
Pandabit will not be limited to dividends on investments. By expanding the service 
offered on the platform, it will be used as an instant payment method within the 
service. Pandabit has a variety of uses and plans to expand it. Users can purchase 
emoticons in the message window, participate in events, or distribute coins to promote 
their items. They may also hold Pandabit in their account on the platform to give or 
trade with others.

Location-based services and merchant accounts provide a level of user experience that 
blockchain projects have neglected. Companies that want to communicate with users 
can also be a key customer of Pandabit. Increasing alliances with various services 
through the promotion of coins and various advertisements in cooperation with 
Pandabit service is also an important way to expand the usage. A variety of services will 
enhance the experience of Pandabit Wallet users.

Increase user incentives 
with ads and events

Account inflow 
via Telegram

Inflow of exchanges and 
coin stakeholders

Inflow of customers 
through affiliates

Inflow of users 
through own 
services and 
content

Inflow of merchant 
through merchant 
accounts
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08. Road Map

Messenger wallet in my hand, Pandagram

2021-03-10 PBT listed at LAToken exchange

2020-07-30 Registered at Amazon marketplace

2020-03-16 Started to design/build face mask manufacturing machines a
nd to produce mask products in South Korea

2020-02-18 MoU signed with LAToken exchange

2020-02-12 PBT started to be used for online shopping malls

2019-12-02 Launching of a coffee vending machine business

2019-10-02 Launching of Pandagram, a messenger wallet

2018-12-10 Development of 1000shop program

2018-12-01 Development of PBT, digital currency

2018-11-01 Launching Chouette, a cosmetic product line
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Disclaimer and Risk Warning

1) Disclaimer

The draft of this white paper is provided for informational purposes only. We do not guarantee 

the accuracy or conclusions of this white paper and it is provided “as is.” Also, there are 

excerpts from the saybit company, and we do not endorse or make any representations, 

express, implied, legal or otherwise. The Company and its affiliates shall not be liable for any 

damages or possibilities of any kind arising out of the use, reference or reliance on this white 

paper or the contents contained herein. In no event we shall be liable to any person or entity 

for any kind of damages, losses, liabilities, costs or expenses, directly or indirectly, 

consequential, compensatory, incidental, practical, exemplary, punitive or special, available or 

unavailable of any kind, and are not responsible for any loss of profits, data, use, goodwill, or 

other intangible losses, resulting from them.

2) Risk Statement

No regulatory authority has reviewed or approved the information set out in the white paper. 

In addition, due to related policies, laws and regulations, technology and other factors, the 

information provided in this white paper may not be accurate and does not imply that the 

distribution of the white paper has been complied with regulatory requirements and applicable 

laws. Therefore, buyers should comprehensively assess potential risks, not just what the white 

paper provides for the platform and Pandabit coin of Pandagram, and buyers are solely 

responsible for all the consequences.

In other words, Pandagram assumes no responsibility whatsoever for any loss arising out of 

this white paper, directly or indirectly.

3) Priority of interpretation

In the event of any inconsistency or conflict exists between any other language versions of this 

white paper and the Korean version, the Korean version shall prevail.


